Conformational preferences of a synthetic 30mer peptide from the interface between the neck and stalk regions of kinesin.
The conformation of a synthetic peptide, consisting of 30 amino acids spanning the neck and hinge regions of rat brain kinesin, was investigated by NMR spectroscopy. The peptide extends from K357 to D386 and has the sequence KSVIQHLEVELNRWRNGEAVPEDEQISAKD. A total of 82 distance range constraints and 23 dihedral angle constraints could be obtained from NOESY and E.COSY spectra, respectively. These were used to calculate 500 structures by applying the REDAC algorithm of the software package DYANA. The first half of the peptide matched the helical structure of the neck determined from an X-ray crystal structure of kinesin. This part normally dimerizes into a coiled-coil by virtue of a leucine zipper interaction, but it is alpha-helical even in the monomeric state. The second half (not visible in the X-ray structure because of disorder) contains locally defined structure elements (extended chain, helical loop) connected by flexible joints. This is consistent with the "hinge" function postulated for this domain which is important for kinesin's motility and orientation.